D.I. Auto Care Offers Ahwatukee Detailing
Services
January 10, 2020
D.I. Auto Care, based in Phoenix, Arizona, has announced that they are offering mobile detailing
services in the Ahwatukee area in Phoenix. The Ahwatukee detailing services they provide are
focused on cars, motor coaches, trucks, boats, airplanes, recreational vehicles, and high-performance
cars. They have been detailing cars for more than 34 years and they have a five star rating on Yelp
and Google. Aside from auto detailing, they also provide window tint removal, tint removal, auto glass
windshield repair, ceramic paint protection, and auto glass windshield replacement.
Paul, a spokesperson for D.I. Auto Care, says, “There are a number of advantages of the car detailing
services that we provide. These include the preservation of the paint condition; restoration of interior
seats and carpets; increased resale vehicle value; clean and shiny car; engine detailing; light scratch
removal; cleaning and conditioning of leather; and ceramic paint protection. We offer rock chip repair
and total glass replacements for various car brands.”

D.I. Auto Care also provides window tint removal and installation in Ahwatukee. This kind of service,
according to Paul, offers a number of benefits. These include increased privacy; blocking of harmful
ultraviolet rays; reduction of heat inside the car or home; prevention of glass from shattering; blocking
of 99 percent of harmful UVA and UVB rays; and reduction of cooling costs of up to 50 percent.
Because of improved privacy from the window tint, valuables are kept safe and out of sight. And in
case of a car accident, the window film may also protect the windows from breaking throughout the

vehicle. The film is able to retain the small bits of glass that would otherwise possibly cause injury to
the skin of the car’s occupants, with the glass bits even possibly getting inside the eyes.
The window tint will help to decrease the heat inside the and reduce the risk of UVA and UVB rays,
which can cause cancer, from getting inside the car. Window tinting is actually not as simple as many
people think. It takes years of practice and training to properly shrink the film and ensure that it fits the
car window. While pre-cut kits are available for purchase, Paul suggests getting the services of
professionals offering detailing near me because most modern cars have curved glass, which makes
it complicated and difficult to shrink the film in such a way that it fits the shape of the glass properly.
D.I. Auto Care also offers auto glass windshield repair or replacement services. There are a number
of benefits from their mobile service for auto glass repair. These include fast recovery process; less
expensive compared to replacement; increased protection; guaranteed satisfaction; and lifetime
warranty. Meanwhile, Paul points out that there are many possible reasons why some car owners
would want to have their auto glass replaced instead of just being repaired. Defects of the windshield
can result in substantial reduction of visibility, which can be dangerous when driving at night or into
the sun. Visibility through the front windshield and rear window is also critical during bad weather.
Auto glass replacement services are truly required if the car owner wants to save the car from cracks,
scrapes, pitting, and other blemishes. Meanwhile, D.I. Auto Care also offers nano ceramic paint
coatings as a way to help extend the life of the paint on cars and trucks. This is a glass-like coating
that can provide the motor vehicle with a deeper shine. This can offer better protection from the
Arizona sun, which can cause the car paint to fade and look dull over time.
According to Paul, there are seven leading reasons to have the car provided with a ceramic coating.
These include the fact that ceramic coatings outlast other coatings; the car will stay cleaner longer
and it will be easier to remove water spots and bugs; ceramic coatings will keep the car look like new
for many years; protection of the car surface; savings over the long haul; increased resistance to
scratches; and better ability to protect the car compared to factory paint.
Those who are interested in Ahwatukee mobile detailing services can check out the D.I. Auto Care
website or contact them on the phone or through email.
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